The term magnetization transfer (MT) is commonly used to define a group of phenomena caused by incoherent exchange of magnetic energy between water and macromolecules in biological objects. Historically, the first experimental evidence of MT was the observation of bi-exponential longitudinal relaxation in muscle and water-collagen mixtures [1] . Later, saturation transfer from macromolecules to water in tissues was discovered in experiments with off-resonance radiofrequency (RF) saturation [2], which gave rise to a narrower interpretation of MT as the effect specifically related to saturation transfer. In this lecture, the common nature of these observations is highlighted in view of a general mathematical model.
protons responsible for a directly observable signal with a narrow line of several Hz. Magnetic interaction between these two compartments is mostly enabled due to a relatively slow cross-relaxation process involving dipolar coupling (also termed as Nuclear Overhauser Effect, NOE) between hydration water or exchangeable protons (e.g. O-H, N-H, S-H) and adjacent non-exchangeable protons (e.g. C-H) of a biopolymer. If note, slow chemical exchange of mobile protons can contribute in a similar way and mathematically undistinguishable from cross-relaxation. This model is termed as the two-pool or binary spin-bath model, and the compartments have several synonymic definitions (free, mobile, or liquid pool for bulk water and bound, restricted, or semi-solid pool for macromolecular protons). Formally, magnetization exchange in the two-pool model is described by the effective first-order rate constant regardless of actually involved molecular mechanisms. The two-pool model provides a theoretical background for the majority of current studies of the MT effect in MRI, and it typically allows an adequate description of the observed MT phenomena within the accuracy of experimental data.
Two-pool model: mathematical description
Magnetization dynamics in the two-pool model is described by modified Bloch equations including crossrelaxation terms [14] : ; k is the effective cross-relaxation rate constant for F→B transfer; f is the molar fraction of bound spins; and M0 is the equilibrium magnetization. The lineshape function gB was first introduced in the stationary solution of equations (1a-1d) [4] as outlined in Section 4. It was found that the standard Bloch approach resulting in the Lorentzian function gB demonstrated a disagreement with quantitative saturation transfer experiments, and alternative line shapes (Gaussian, Superlorenztian, Kubo-Tomita) were introduced in a semi-empirical way to achieve adequate description of experimental data [4, 6, 15] . This approach was then extended to the time-dependent formalism [14] . Several studies [6, 16, 17] have demonstrated that the most adequate model for tissues is achieved with the Superlorenztian function gB:
It is important to consider several practically useful solutions of modified Bloch equations for the twopool model. The presence of two coupled magnetization populations in equations (1a-1d) causes two key effects observed in experiments: bi-exponential longitudinal relaxation and saturation transfer. A combined action of these effects takes place in pulsed MT imaging experiments. A more detailed mathematical consideration and experimental applications of the two-pool model are given in next sections.
Relaxation in the absence of RF field
The free relaxation solution applies in the absence of the radiofrequency (RF) field. In this case, evolution of longitudinal components is independent of transverse components and has a bi-exponential form [1] :
where
and
where MziF,B are the initial values of longitudinal magnetizations, which are determined by an applied RF excitation technique. There are two decay modes described by "slow" (R-) and "fast" (R+) eigenvalues of the relaxation matrix R defined in Section 5. The "slow" eigenvalue defines the observed R1=1/T1 in the two-pool model: if R1F=R1B=R1, R-=R1 (exactly). The "fast" eigenvalue is on the order of the crossrelaxation rate constant defined for the bound-to-free pool transfer: assuming the same approximation (i.e. R1F=R1B=R1), R+=R1+k/f. Relative weights of decay modes depend on initial conditions (i.e. an RF excitation scheme) and the bound pool fraction. It should be understood that standard T1 measurement techniques applied to the two-pool system typically result in the bi-exponential dependence of the observed signal on a variable timing parameter (e.g. TR or TI), though the fast decay component can be observed only at short time intervals after excitation (<50-100 ms). The bi-exponential relaxation equation (equation (3) can be used for estimation of cross-relaxation parameters k and f after some approximations, which take into account the effect of a particular pulse sequence on the initial values MziF,B. Several methods were suggested for this purpose based on different excitation schemes, such as semi-selective inversion (1, 18, 19) , binomial excitation [18] , double inversion [20] , multiple inversions [21] , stimulated echo preparation [22] , and progressive off-resonance saturation [23] .
Stationary RF saturation
Another important solution is for the stationary (continuous wave, CW) saturation regime, which presumes infinitely long RF irradiation (in practice during the time >5T 1 ). This solution provides an analytical equation for data analysis in Z-spectroscopy, where the parameters of the two-pool model can be extracted from dependences of the longitudinal magnetization on the offset frequency and power of RF field. The simplest form of CW solution can be obtained for high offset frequencies assuming negligible direct saturation of the free pool [24] . Currently, the commonly accepted approach for data analysis in Zspectroscopy (4.6) is based on the full stationary solution of equations (1a-1d) with an arbitrary lineshape describing saturation of the bound pool (typically Superlorenztian for tissues [6] ): 
are the saturation rates for the free and bound pools with gB given by equation (2) and Lorentzian function gF,
A modified version of equation (6) was introduced to accommodate pulsed saturation in MT imaging by using a CW-equivalent power [25, 26] delivered during the sequence repetition time (TR).
Periodic off-resonance saturation in a gradient-echo sequence: MT imaging
The above solutions are relatively simple, though they are generally not applicable to MT imaging experiments in MRI. In MT imaging, off-resonance saturation is delivered by relatively short RF pulses, and these pulses are incorporated in a pulse sequence with a relatively short TR. Correspondingly, the model should take into account both pulsed MT saturation and the effects of periodic excitation and relaxation produced by a sequence. A relatively simple approximated model was developed for a spoiled gradient-echo sequence with pulsed off-resonance MT saturation [17, 27] . In this model, evolution of magnetization is analyzed separately during four time intervals comprising the sequence cycle: offresonance saturation pulse (t m ), delay for spoiling gradient (t s ), readout pulse (t p ), and delay for signal readout and relaxation (t r ). Assuming that the pulsed steady state is established, the resulting equation can be written in matrix form as
where M z is the vector with components M z F and M z B corresponding to the longitudinal magnetization immediately before the excitation pulse; M eq is the vector of equilibrium magnetization with elements M 0 (1-f) and M 0 f; M ss is the vector of steady-state longitudinal magnetization for which the free pool component is given by equation (6); I is the unit matrix; the matrix term E m =exp((R+W)t m ) describes offresonance saturation by an RF pulse with duration t m ; the terms E s =exp(Rt s ) and E r =exp(Rt r ) describe relaxation during delays before (t s ) and after (t r ) an excitation RF pulse; and the diagonal matrix C=diag(cosα, 1) corresponds to instant rotation of the magnetization M z F by an excitation pulse with the flip angle α. The matrices R and W are defined as follows: where gF,B(Δ, T2F,B) are given by equations (2) and (8) . Note that the stationary approximation for the transverse magnetization of the free pool presuming the Lorentzian function gF is limited to high offset frequencies where evolution of transverse components is sufficiently fast in the timescale of the applied RF irradiation (tm >>1/Δ). Equation (9) provides a convenient model for data analysis in pulsed Z-spectroscopic experiments. This model with some variations related to the consideration of the transverse magnetization of the free pool was used in several studies [17, 27, 28] to determine cross-relaxation parameters from imaging data obtained at variable offset frequency and power of pulsed RF saturation. Based on the theory presented in the previous section, a simple yet accurate model describing the relationship between MTR and key parameters characterizing the two-pool model as well as basic parameters of a pulse sequence can be obtained. Equation (9) can be further simplified assuming that TR is short, and the first-order approximation can be applied to exponential terms [17] . The resulting equation for MTR can be expressed as
MT imaging: simple agebraic description
. (12) Additionally, we assume in equation (12) [17] . To understand basic trends affecting experimantal results in MT imaging, let us consider several agbraical consequences of varying pulse sequence parameters in equation (12).
Effect of the saturation rate <WB>.
Through equation (11) , <W B > is increased with an increase of the saturation power and a decrease of the offset frequency. For simplicity, we assume that the excitation flip angle α in equation (12) is low. In the weak saturation regime, MTR~fT 1 <W B >, thus being sensitive to macromolecular fraction and independent of k. In the strong saturation regime, MTR approaches the limit where MTR is independent of f: MTR~kT 1 /(1+kT 1 ). In practice, this limit is unachievable due to the presence of direct saturation of the free pool and SAR limitations (for in vivo studies). At typical conditions of clinical MT imaging, both crossrelaxation parameters (k and f) provide comparable contributions into MTR.
Effect of the excitation flip angle α.
This effect is typically overlooked in literature, since the common practice of low-angle MTR measurements is driven by the goal of the maximization of the observed MTR. In fact, as seen from the above limiting conditions, at low flip angles MTR is weighted by both cross-relaxation parameters (f and k) and T1. Most pathological changes in tissues result in an increase of T1 and a decrease of f and k. Correspondingly, opposite trends in these parameters reduce pathological sensitivity of MTR. As seen from equation (12), the contribution of R1 in the denominator terms is reduced with an increase of α through its function -ln(cos(α)). Thus, MT imaging with high excitation flip angles can provide more sensitivity to cross-relaxation parameters themselves, though the range of MTR values is reduced.
Effect of TR.
As seen from equation (12), the duty cycle of the saturation pulse, tm/TR plays a role of the scaling factor for the saturation rate WB. Consequently, a decrease of TR results in an increased MT effect and vice versa. Additionally, a shorter TR is helpful for increasing the term -ln(cos(α))/TR to reduce the effect of T1 weighting on MTR as described above.
Conclusions
The MT effect plays an important role in various areas of MRI as a tool for modifying image contrast, a source of quantitative parameters for tissue characterization, and a cause of systematic errors in quantitative imaging. This lecture provides an overview of biophysical mechanisms of MT in tissues, indepth mathematical consideration of the widely used two-pool model of MT, and a summary of experimental methods used to study MT phenomena.
